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1 INTRODUCTION
Mobility has long been a central concern in research within the Computer-Supported Cooperative
Work (CSCW) community, particularly when it comes to work and how being on the move calls
for reorganizing work practices [6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 28]. Previous work has mainly considered mobility
as discrete — albeit at times very frequent — events, such as having to travel regularly for work
[14]. The moment of mobility itself has also been studied, for instance in the work of Perry et.
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al. on travel down-time, such as waiting in airports [39]. While early writings presented a vision
of a nomadic knowledge worker who can work ‘anytime, anywhere’, propelled by the promise
of ubiquitous connectivity and the development of mobile devices and services [28, 29], recent
empirical accounts paint richer pictures of mobility and nomadicity, illustrating that the boundaries
between different spheres of life, including work, require complex and careful negotiation (e.g.
[11, 48]). Within CSCW, accounts of nomadicity have largely focused on nomadic work practices
(e.g. [15, 41, 43, 48]). Mobility in the context of leisure has received less attention, with some notable
exceptions, namely in relation to tourism [4, 46].
We expand this line of work with a focus in this paper on nomadic leisure practices. Based on 16
in-depth, semi-structured, individual interviews with 11 participants with experience of long-term
bike touring, we present a qualitative study that illuminates the relationship between leisure, work,
and nomadicity, analyzing the role technology plays in how we orient to where and when work and
leisure take place. We discuss how temporalities and spatialities of leisure, such as holiday making,
are increasingly organized via different app logics, for instance with the rise of network hospitality
services such as Airbnb and CouchSurfing [31, 35]. From Sharma’s work on ‘chronographies of
power’ [45], to Gregg’s critique of ‘the productivity imperative’ [23] and the research of Mazmanian
and colleagues [34] on ‘temporal logics’, prior literature examines the impacts of time on our
experiencing of work as well as the role of technology design in shaping those impacts [50]. We
further draw on tourism and leisure studies to illuminate how contemporary spaces of leisure, and
specifically tourism, are increasingly collaboratively constructed [38, 51, 54], and how platforms
play a crucial role in constructing those spaces [38, 54].
After situating our work in relation to prior literature, we set up our analysis with a description
of bike touring as a nomadic leisure practice, focusing on its effortful, enjoyable, and collaborative
facets. Our main analysis centers on how it offers a radical departure from traditional modes of
structuring work and leisure, further complicating this relationship. It is worth noting that while
the concept of work has multiple meanings within CSCW, in this paper, we use the term ‘work’ to
refer to formalized, paid work and in some cases the pursuit of studies central to the participants’
professional identity. We complement this with an account of overnighting as a core tenet of
nomadic leisure practices, its social dimensions, risks, and uncertainties. This study is intended as
an empirical contribution in response to calls for more diverse case studies of nomadic cultures
beyond work practices [43], while also adding to discussions on how platforms and technologies
produce new spatialities and temporalities of nomadic work and leisure.
2 BACKGROUND
We contextualize our study by reviewing research from two lines of work within and beyond
CSCW. First, mobility and nomadic work practices have been a key aspect of inquiry into the
changing workplace and the temporal organization of everyday lives. Second, we draw on tourism,
hospitality, and mobility studies as the practices studied in these fields are central to bike touring.
Here, we connect in particular to recent work on network hospitality — a key example of how
digital technologies can enable nomadic tourism.
2.1 Nomadic work and its temporalities
Within CSCW, the persistent vision of a nomadic knowledge worker who can work ‘anytime,
anywhere’, was propelled by the promise of ubiquitous connectivity and the development of mobile
devices and services [28, 29]. This vision has long been critiqued as a naïve, technology-centered
understanding of mobile work, starting with early investigations of nomadic work practices,
including but not limited to micro-mobility and the mobility of artefacts [33], place-making [6,
39, 41], planful opportunism [39], and the infrastructure of nomadic work [47], that is, the range
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of situated practices to recreate the mobile office. More broadly, glamorous narratives of being
able to work anywhere [13], commonly associated with promises of individual empowerment
and flexibility, are now increasingly questioned [19]. Workers may be offered the possibility to
work full-time from home [21], but this flexibility is not equally desirable for all, and may be an
unwanted burden for some. Prior work has illustrated how current politics around flexible work
arrangements (e.g. freelance work, independent contracting, and working from home policies) may
nurture a tendency to put work at the center, sometimes at the expense of important forms of
personal fulfillment [2, 21].
Over the years, the variety of mobile apps and devices, along with the pervasiveness of cloud
services has turned the nomadic practices encompassed in moving resources across locations into an
everyday occurrence for many workers [42]. However, the fact that mobility is now technologically
easier to accomplish does not mean it is always easy. Digital nomadicity borrows from a time
management culture designed with certain assumptions regarding temporal logics. Here, we draw
upon Mazmanian and colleagues’ notion of temporal logics as "the socially legitimated, shared
assumptions about time that are embedded in institutional and societal norms, discourses, material and
technological processes, and shared ideologies." [34]. A temporal logic defines "what is rational, normal
and expected, and imbues a society with a definition of what time is that directs individuals in how they
should operate in and through time" [34], as illustrated for instance in Wajcman’s study of calendar
designers in Silicon Valley [50]. Partly these assumptions concern notions of time as ‘circumscribed’,
that is, time as "chunkable, single-purpose, linear, and ownable" [34] as opposed to ‘porous time’ that
emphasizes how people adapt to the fluidities of time even when the structures around them do not.
This borrows from Zerubavel’s foundational examination on a Western domination of quantitative
philosophical perspectives of time [52]. This has implications for how we design time management
and productivity and how our individual and collective self-appreciation becomes permeated by
a sense of productive virtuosity, as Gregg discusses in her historical analysis of productivity, its
technologies, and logics [23]. The ways in which these logics order and define our lived experiences
of time have obvious, and not so obvious, political implications that require untangling. These form
and produce what Sharma calls ‘chronographies of power’ where "individuals’ and social groups’
senses of time and possibility are shaped by a differential economy, limited or expanded by the ways
and means that they find themselves in and out of time." [45]
The implications of mobility and nomadicity on social relationships are key to our case. A
workshop at ECSCW 2007 investigated the rapid emergence of nomadic work practices and argued
for an understanding of the "dynamic practical achievement involved in making, making the most of,
and working in different places" [41]. Ten years later, at ECSCW 2017, a follow-up workshop revisited
the theme, this time with an emphasis on the notion of nomadic culture as the entanglement of
economic, social, cultural, and technological practices that enable and constitute nomadicity [43].
The workshop organizers’ summary from this latter event emphasizes a need for more systematic
investigations of different cases of nomadic culture, calling for a move beyond entrepreneurship
and knowledge worker narratives. Investigations in more varied settings, ranging from blue collar
work to grassroots movements and beyond, are relevant as they provide opportunities to raise
analytic issues that a more narrow scoping risks overlooking. Secondly, the organizers call for
practice-centered research on the negotiation and reconfiguration of work-life boundaries. One
important aspect here are the interpersonal efforts to manage and coordinate boundaries between
different activities and roles. These issues of how technology-mediated nomadicity [15] and always-
on connectivity may shape the desired boundaries between work and personal life have so far
been left with lesser attention within CSCW. As one notable exception, Ciolfi and Lockley [12]
explored technologically-mediated practices of work/life balancing, blurring, and boundary-setting
of a cohort of professionals in knowledge-intensive roles in a regional city in Northern England.
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Their research illustrates that boundary sculpting pertains not only to work pervading personal
spheres of life, but also the opposite, and that people resort to establishing, softening, and dissolving
boundaries to handle situations when the personal seeps into professional life. We build on this
troubling of the relationship between work and life in our study of nomadic leisure practices.
2.2 Tourism spaces and network hospitality
While CSCW has had a sporadic interest in tourism [4, 46], our main resource has been the field of
tourism studies, in particular discussions of how ‘the tourism space’ is constructed [51]. As Edensor
puts it, tourist spaces are places transformed by the routine regular actions of tourists [16]. Tourism
transforms places through economic pressures - making places easy to understand, easy to travel
through, and increasingly anonymous. Recently, various reviewing apps have exacerbated these
processes. Zukin [54] discusses how the crowd-sourced review service Yelp shapes tourism space,
emphasizing an amplification effect where reviews posted on the system end up having a cumulative
effect that either intensifies or contradicts pre-existing understandings of different neighborhoods
[3]. These intensifying platform effects are often at odds with the spatial and temporal rhythms of
local communities, where a diversity of grassroots movements have emerged in parallel, manifesting
discontent and resisting the ways in which platform economies commodify urban spaces [38]. Zuev
[53], in his analysis of Couchsurfing as a spatial practice, writes about rhythm and the relational
dynamics of host and guest interactions, including their co-present experience of space, time, and
life rhythms. His analysis highlights how guests are often in a holiday rhythm that is more free
and open to variation while hosts are more confined by everyday routine and work obligations.
This may become grounds for conflict and it calls for constant negotiation of access and alignment
of the rhythms of host, guest, and place.
Social scientists in hospitality and mobility studies have examined the emergence and increasing
popularity of online hospitality exchange systems, such as Airbnb and Couchsurfing. Germann
Molz [35, p. 216] uses the term network hospitality to discuss the way users of hospitality exchange
services "connect to one another using online social networking systems, as well as to the kinds of rela-
tionships they perform when they meet each other offline and face to face". While network hospitality
itself is still a relatively recent phenomenon, practices of hosting, guesting, and extending hospital-
ity to strangers more generally has, of course, a much longer history. Molz [35] illustrates this point
with the example of pre-Internet efforts to arrange homestays around the world with the help of
telephone calls, letters, and postcards. Online hospitality exchange services, such as Couchsurfing,
have joined these types of peer-to-peer efforts in striving to replace (or complement) traditional
commercial intermediaries, such as hotels [30]. In CSCW, Stors and Baltes have documented how
user-generated content on platforms like Airbnb has become a dominant force in the construction
of tourism spaces, challenging or even replacing traditional forms of tourism promotion [46]. This
observation is corroborated in tourism studies (e.g. [54]).
The two most common examples of network hospitality within CSCW and HCI literature have
been Couchsurfing and Airbnb. As summarized by Klein and colleagues [27], Couchsurfing and
Airbnb both help users host strangers in their homes, but they differ in the important sense that
Couchsurfing prohibits monetary payment while Airbnb is built around it. Previous work on
Couchsurfing (e.g., [1, 31, 37]) has emphasized the value of intense, sociable encounters for both
hosts and guests. In contrast, more recent studies on Airbnb [26, 30] indicate that an initial financial
exchange between hosts and guests may, perhaps surprisingly, support sociable interaction by
alleviating perceived social obligations and facilitate social exchange and interpersonal interaction.
Finally, host-guest relationships have been central to the study of network hospitality (e.g [1, 7, 37],
with calls to conceptualize network hospitality as a collaborative activity where everyone makes
hospitable gestures and to better account for the broader network of actors who are impacted,
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Table 1. Overview of participants and their activities
Pseudonym Demographics Length of Tour Where Company
Matt 49, male, British < 1-month Europe 1-3 friends/family
Yann 29, male, Polish 4-month + 1-month Africa/Europe Solo
Gary 60+, male, American 1-month Balkans Solo
Adrian 30, male, Dutch 1-month Europe Girlfriend
Paul 25, male, Brazilian 3-month USA Friend
Jeff 27, male, American 2-month USA Solo
Hannah 20+, female, Hungarian > 1 year bike Europe Boyfriend
Renee 22, female, American 1 month USA Group: Cycling for MS
Sophia 30+, female, American 3-month South America Husband
Elina 34, female, Finnish 3x1 month Europe Husband
Olivia 25, female, American 1 month Europe Solo
ranging from family members and housemates to travel partners, neighbors, and beyond. This is
further complicated by Klein and colleagues’ analysis of the diverging expectations of Couchsurfing
and Airbnb "dual-users"[27] where, compared to Couchsurfing, Airbnb (1) appears to require higher
quality services, (2) places more emphasis on places over people, and (3) shifts social power from
hosts to guests.
3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our qualitative study includes altogether 16 in-depth, semi-structured, individual interviews with
11 participants. It is part of a broader research project on long-term outdoors activities [25], and
research agenda on the relationship between enjoyment and technology [5, 17]. Here, we explore
empirically experiences of long-term cycling, or bike touring, with a focus on the relationship of
this nomadic leisure practice to participants’ everyday life and work.
3.1 Participants
We recruited our participants through two distinct calls on a popular internet forum, a subreddit,
dedicated to bike touring, with one exception recruited over personal networks. On the first one we
called for participants who would like to share their experiences of bike touring, asking specifically
for participants who were about to go on a tour, so as to be able to interview them before and after
their experience, but leaving it broad enough for others to express interest in participating. Our
framing of the call as looking for participants engaged in "long distance, long term, cycling", was
broad enough to attract a diverse set of views on what exactly long term cycling entails. In the end,
the length of our participants’ tours ranged from a little under a month to over a year. Our first
call attracted exclusively male respondents, leading us to issue a second call, on the same forum,
framed in the same terms but explicitly looking to recruit recruit female participants. With the
help of this second call, we were able to arrive at a more diverse representation of experiences
across genders. Table 1 provides an overview of participants’ demographics and activities. We use
pseudonyms when referring to participants unless they explicitly permitted using their first name.
3.2 Interview Procedure
The aim of the interviews was to elicit detailed accounts of cycling trips, their experiences through-
out the trips with particular focus on aspects of everyday planning and struggles, preparation for
the trip, including the gear relevant to them, as well as broader reflections on technology use and
social interactions in the course of these activities. Five participants were interviewed both before
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and after their activity, one participant only before, and three only afterwards. We interviewed two
of our participants, Hanna and Sophia, during their trips, although while Sophia was still traveling,
she and her husband had for now concluded the bike touring part of their trip, including selling
their bikes.
Pre-interviews started with questions about the upcoming activity, prior experiences, as well as
motivations and aspirations for the activity. We went on to discuss specific gear and equipment,
digital or not. Further, we probed into expectations of available resources or infrastructures, the
role of digital technologies, as well as thoughts about social interactions with both possible travel
companions and strangers encountered in the course of the activity. Post-interviews started with
reflections on the experience, supported by questions on expectations, achievements, and disap-
pointments. We then revisited questions about gear, packing, and unpacking. Further, we asked
about experiences with connectivity and digital technologies specifically, along with thoughts about
the social aspects of the activity. The two participants who were still traveling were interviewed
both with an eye towards past experiences as well as their plans going forward. All interviews
concluded with an opportunity for participants to share additional thoughts, stories, or future
plans.
We conducted the interviews between April 2018 and March 2019 with video calls whenever
possible, using voice calls as a backup option. Interviews ranged from just over 30 minutes to over
three hours, with most in the range of 50-80 minutes. To ensure informed consent, participants
were provided information on the study and their rights, as well as given the opportunity to ask any
questions they might have. Participants were offered a rechargeable battery pack as a gesture of
appreciation. All interviews were conducted in English, audio-recorded, and transcribed verbatim.
3.3 Analysis
Our analysis resulted in multiple iterations of coding and interpreting the research materials.
Firstly, researchers familiarized themselves with the interviews conducted by others, namely by
listening to them while walking or cycling, during commutes or recreationally, engaging with the
outdoor materials partly in outdoor settings. Our first layer of analysis was geared to understanding
the diversity of experiences and practices depicted from a broader outdoor perspective, drawing
on coding both as an interpretative act [9, 44], and a communication tool for team analysis [44,
p. 34]. This meant that each researcher created a personal, initial coding schema [9], what Layder
refers to as pre-coding [32]. This allowed for some initial interpretative flexibility and passages
could be coded with overlapping initial codes, such as: e.g. "Social Interaction", "Alone" or "Eating",
mainly trying to capture a rich set of experiences for later analysis, but without a definite view on
their analytic worth. Moreover, by drawing on analytic memos [44] at this stage, we were able to
communicate more complex points within the team. Following this initial coding structure, through
a series of meetings focused on creating higher level codes, the initial codes were aggregated, or
at times separated into 17 higher level codes, such as: e.g. "Routines", "Challenges and Solutions"
or "Skills and experience". These were used for the second-cycle coding [44]. We generated the
analytic themes presented here through axial level coding, in conjunction with decisions made
in aggregating the initial codes. For the coding process we used Nvivo 11, and the first author
served as a central ‘codebook editor’ [24, p. 23]. This last decision was done mainly given Nvivo’s
limitations for collaboration.
We now present three themes we generated from our analysis. The first paints a general picture
of bike touring as a nomadic leisure practice. This is a descriptive account that ties together
participants’ diverse views of what constitutes bike touring. Secondly, we look at the relationships
between nomadic leisure and work and how bike touring both disrupts and reframes these. Finally,
we focus on overnighting and network hospitality, as a central and repeated endeavour that both
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structures bike touring and highlights its role as a social and community-oriented nomadic leisure
practice.
4 BIKE TOURING: A NOMADIC LEISURE PRACTICE
Bike touring takes on a multitude of forms and participants differ in their routines and ambitions.
Part of the identity of the touring community is built around a tolerance to different ways of doing
bike touring. This would make it challenging to provide a singular a priori description that does
justice to the wealth of our participants’ (and the wider community’s) experiences. Here, instead,
we describe bike touring from participants’ accounts in order to provide a richer picture of this
nomadic leisure practice. We focus on three unifying aspects: the enjoyment of effortful mobility,
planning as a community, and collaborative navigation.
4.1 Effortful, enjoyable mobility
Most bike tours are structured around the interleaving of cycling and breaks, some of which span
whole days (known as ‘rest days’). These breaks vary in purpose from eating, resting, socializing
or just enjoying a view. This loose structuring of bike touring affords the necessary flexibility for
participants to enjoy these experiences on their own terms:
"I mean, the routine is pretty simple. You just wake up, camp, and ride all day. Eat food
when you need it. Set up camp and just enjoy each other’s company." (Jeff)
While each day on a bike tour tends to be rather unique, there is a repetitiveness in, not only
pedaling, but also attending to basic needs and seizing opportunities for enjoyment. These repetitive
requirements of touring on a bike — pedaling several hours daily, finding a place to stay or camp
every night — provided clear constraints that structured days on tour. The way pedaling in particular
dominated large segments of the day, did not allow for meaningful multitasking, meaning that
engagement with digital technologies, rather than ever present and ever tempting, got confined
to particular uses and particular times of the day. As for flexibility, moving on the bike allowed
participants to go to places that would have been hard to reach otherwise. More importantly, it
invited a different focus on the surroundings and encouraged exploring places away from the most
popular tourist destinations. Participants also talked about the freedom that stemmed from being
able to update plans along the way, change the route, or opt for detours, stop to rest or to explore,
as well as to combine cycling with other modes of transportation to cover some distance. While
some trips were more structured than others, the idea that bike touring is a moment of freedom
where goals are less important than the journeying itself was common across participants:
"There are no goals in terms of cycling so many miles or so many kilometers. If we’re
behind, we will happily jump the train or whatever. It’s not a challenge. It’s just a
month of freedom." (Matt)
The readjusting of expectations and figuring out what kind of bike touring one wants to do was
common especially among those participants who were interviewed about their first longer bike
tour. Letting go of strict goals laid out before the trip, coming to terms with the flexibility these
experiences require, and learning to make touring enjoyable required some adaptation. Bike touring,
as Matt explained, can be relatively easily combined with other modes of transportation whenever
needed. With the focus placed on the journey itself, this ability to change plans is fundamental to
sustaining an enjoyable experience. However, most of the enjoyment still comes from the simple,
inescapable pace of cycling, which rather than being a limiting factor, provides a welcome rhythm
around which participants planned their days.
Finally, in participants’ accounts, events like a rainy day, while likely bothersome in the moment,
quickly became just another part of the day that was nothing to fuss about. Sometimes challenging
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weather conditions made for memorable moments, such as Hanna describing a hale storm in the
Alps as one of the "coolest" moments of the trip. The experience of bike touring is highly adaptable,
given the general lack of strict goals, but also the sense that dealing with contrariety is part of
the experience. Despite momentary upsets, problems and challenges are accepted as part of the
experience. This sets bike touring in contrast with other types of holiday making where the fluidity
and comfort of the experience, for instance good weather or timely transportation, are more central
to expectations of what a good day is like.
4.2 Planning for mobility as a community
Bike touring involves different levels of planning, ranging from broader considerations for when a
long-term trip might be taken to daily preparations for being on the road. Knowing how to prepare
is not obvious for first-timers. As such, engaging with the bike touring community online can serve
both as a source of inspiration and encouragement to get on the road, and more practically, as a
means of gathering relevant information. Carving out time for bike touring is not always easy given
how lives are structured around commitments to work and/or study. The time usually available
for holiday making is not necessarily sufficient to engage in meaningful long-term cycling. Our
participant group was rather diverse in this regard. For example, while Olivia and Renee found time
to cycle in between changes in their studies, Matt and Adrian go out bike touring while on holiday
from their jobs. Elina similarly arranges her trips to take place during holiday time from work, yet
the trips have a continuity as the next one begins where the last one ended. Gary is retired with
the time and financial resources to plan for variable time away, and Hanna, Jeff, Sophia and Yann
are on trips with no planned ending date. Such variations impacted the constraints participants
needed to deal with and the room for flexibility and improvisation they had — a key part of what
made bike touring a compelling activity.
Planning often involved looking up information online, for instance reading blogs, checking maps
both online and on paper, or planning for where to overnight. Bike touring, mainly in the leading up
to a particular experience, involves substantial online engagement. Participants discussed reading
blogs, engaging on Reddit, or following social media accounts around bike touring. They (especially
the first timers) were curious as to what gear they needed to purchase, the safety of wild camping
in certain countries — or, more generally, the types of challenges and rewards they should expect
to face on the road, and how to prepare accordingly. In turn, it was not uncommon for participants
to contribute, or ‘give back’, to online communities by sharing documentation of their own trip.
For Jeff, bike touring was in part about building community and he was excited to promote the
activity by showing people how to do it without lots of money. Similarly, Gary, discussed how he
believed that documenting his practices will be valuable and meaningful to others, too:
"I’ve got programming experience, so I created a website specifically tailored to what I
thought a website about bike touring should be and slowly I added some things. [...] I
do a very detailed journal. I mean, you go to my website, it’s a public website, a free
public website, and you can sort of see any of these things that I’ve done; bikes I ride,
all kinds of stuff."
Bike touring revolves around a community sharing experiences on blogs, YouTube, reddit, and
elsewhere. This moment of planning, anticipating and sharing back your experiences are crucial
to understand the mindset of bike touring. Before a trip begins, key decisions entail the kinds
of gear to bring along, which depend on a variety of factors such as planning for overnighting.
This takes careful consideration as space in panniers (bags attached to the sides of a bike or on
racks attached to the bike) is limited and extra gear makes the bike heavier to move. All decisions
about what to pack and what to leave home involve compromises and trade-offs. For instance,
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carrying camping gear comes with the increased flexibility of being able to camp spontaneously
but at the cost of extra weight. Furthermore the way these plans are readjusted throughout the
trip is crucial to the feelings of freedom and flexibility that participants seek in bike touring. These
constant readjustments are done in a highly contingent and collaborative manner, both among
travel partners and through engagement in topical online fora.
4.3 Navigation and collaborative rhythms
Another apparent paradox of bike touring is between the seemingly lonely and introspective
endeavour of pedaling for several hours a day, as a means of transport, and participants’ desires for
social interaction. Even when participants travel in pairs, or as Renee in a larger group, socializing
while riding can be impractical. More often than not participants rode single-file (as opposed to
side-by-side, or in a ‘lump’ as Renee termed it) for safety reasons. On top of that, participants often
discussed breaking up the group in different ways. The diversity in Renee’s group led members to
adopt different paces, gathering together to pre-set camping locations at the end of the day. We
saw similar arrangements also in how couples, such as Elina and her husband, biked together:
"[I]t happens quite often that my husband is... Well, he is often faster than me, and he
goes somewhere, so then I still have my paper maps, and I can follow the route then"
Elina and her husband’s dual use of paper and digital maps allowed them to not only have a
back-up for moments when the smartphone ran out of battery, but also enabled flexibility and
moments apart. Co-riding requires balancing between the syncing of pace, plans as well as desires
for social interaction and serendipity. Hanna discussed wanting to ride along other cyclists met
along the way. She came to the conclusion, though, that their different plans and paces made for
unfeasible alliances. Olivia, too, pointed out how joining forces with other cyclists can present
challenges:
"Well, there was this one guy who was pulling a dog. It was a big dog, and he’s pulling
it in the trailer meant for children. And we had a discussion about where the trail was
going, and then we started biking together. Eventually, I had to leave him, because he
was going so slow and I had to get [to] the next place. But that was really fun. It was
nice to have some company." (Olivia)
Syncing between riders is a real challenge exposing the limits of the flexibility in the riding
experience and the balancing between keeping to one’s rhythms with desired interactions. Talking
about roads and paths, as in Olivia’s description above, was an often used cue for social interaction,
particularly as people tend to meet cyclists riding in the opposite direction and who thus have
useful information of the respective roads each were facing, such as possibilities for eating or shops
available along the way:
"Quite often, we talk with other cyclists [...] It depends on the place a lot. Like some
places, there are lots of cyclists. In some places, even too many I mean, if there are
lots of the cyclists in Southern France for example, then it starts to be so many, [...]
otherwise, in Bosnia for example, last summer, we met only a few cyclists, and we were
also always really happy when we met them, and I guess they were happy to meet us
too, because it’s in a way like a shared feeling to be on the road with a bicycle when
you are in the place where it’s not so common" (Elina)
Meeting with other cyclists typically occurred by the roadside, but also in cafes or restaurants in
smaller localities. Given the lower prevalence of commercial establishments, these places ended up
attracting passing bike tourists. While in other aspects of their lives participants reported commonly
making choices based on online reviews or crowd-sourced recommendations, what was notable
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in bike touring was how decisions such as where to eat, or even where to sleep, were more often
(although not solely) driven by serendipitous engagements with the surrounding environment and
emerging opportunities — rather than a focus on finding the right, or best, place.
5 RECONCILING NOMADIC LEISURE ANDWORK PRACTICES
The relationship between leisure and work can be uneasy. In CSCW, where work is a (and tradition-
ally the) central element of the study in relation to social uses of digital technologies, leisure is often
treated as a lesser complement to work. CSCW has been particularly interested in the spatialities
that work produces in opposition to something else: e.g. work-life, work-home, work-leisure. Our
findings regarding bike touring add to this discussion by complicating notions of ‘home’, ‘leisure’
and ‘life’, since these spatialities are themselves disturbed and reconfigured. Rather than seeing
bike touring as merely an escape from the everyday, a space apart, we are inspired by how it
intersects with other aspects of life, including work. That is, how time is structured differently
during long term cycling, but also how the ways in which places feature comes to create quite
different sorts of tourist spaces. To illuminate these connections and disruptions, we now depict
how participants negotiated work boundaries in relation to bike touring — a leisurely activity that
was both construed in opposition to work and, still at times, co-constitutive and inseparable from
it.
5.1 Leisure as an escape from work
Like other forms of leisure such as holiday making, bike touring is commonly framed as an escape
from work and other requirements of everyday life. When discussing his break from work and
its demands, Matt lumped this together with carving time away from worrying about mortgage
payments, attending to the endless news cycle, or showing up for family obligations. While these
are all responsibilities that he shouldered in his day-to-day life, the bike tour became an opportunity
to let go for a moment and enjoy "a month of freedom":
"I run my own business. I work hard. I’ve got two kids. I’ve got a mortgage. [...] And
it’s really cool to just be able to go, right, a month, I’m not checking my emails. I’m not
going on social media. I don’t care about what Donald Trump’s doing. I’m not going to
let the news upset me about Brexit. I’m just going to switch off, drop off the grid."
Similarly, Adrian and Elina engaged in bike touring in ways that fitted with their regular holidays.
For others, escaping the requirements of work and/or study involved a longer-term effort. Sophia
and her husband saved up over many years to finance a longer trip. Paul waited until an opportune
time window finally presented itself:
"For three and a half years I’ve been planning this trip. [...] the planning itself didn’t
take much of my time. It was making sure that I had the three month window in my
career and in my work life, to pursue this opportunity. So, I had to time the precise
moment that I would have three months available to go and do this trip. [...] I was a
consultant until last year, and then I transitioned into a tech start up, and I’m going
into an MBA degree in the fall."
Preparing to be away fromwork, particularly knowledgework, also required participants to adjust
their expectations and their socio-technical configurations so as to sustain the desired separation
from the everyday while on the road. For instance, Adrian benefited from the flexibility of being
able to do some work at a distance but it also required him to set up appropriate expectations in
work networks, particularly when these intersected with personal life:
"Being a freelancer, I can just ... I say to people I’m going to be away for four weeks, so
that’s how long it takes and that’s fine. [...] some of the people I work with did contact
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me just casually through WhatsApp. But they respected the fact that I wasn’t there.
[...] I think I do tell people that I don’t read email on my phone, so the people know
that we can chat but we can’t really do anything right now."
Just as our participants had their idiosyncratic ways of engaging with bike touring, they also
had different career paths, jobs, and family situations. These influenced heavily their opportunities
to hit the road and the amount of planning that was required. However, there are several common
themes with regarding setting up to ‘escape’ work: preparing one’s social networks, preparing one’s
physical infrastructure for the trip, and arranging a time frame for the tour that fits reasonably
with other life goals and commitments. Finally, it is worth noting that not all participants wished
to demarcate bike touring from everyday life in the same way. Those, however, who were more
constrained in their daily life by time restrictions, commitments to care for family, or professional
responsibilities, were more prone to strive to use their leisure time "efficiently", for instance to
recover from work and everyday life. Approaching leisure as a recovery function from work
however risks underappreciating its central role and importance in life [40].
5.2 Leisure as inseparable from work
While participants often separated bike touring as a space away from the demands of work, a first
aspect in which work is constitutive to bike touring has to do with the financial enabling of the
leisure experience. Our participants financed their trips through work, savings, or retirement as
well as sometimes help from their parents and their work.
More relevant to our analysis were accounts of when integrating work into the bike touring
experience was desirable. In some cases, being able to follow up on work remotely made the leisure
experience possible in the first place. For instance, Elina, a knowledge worker, was able to manage
some of her online teaching duties remotely, which allowed her to head out for a bike tour with her
husband. While she needed to bring her laptop along, the hours spent pedaling meant that there
was still a fair amount of moments when she felt that she was truly on holiday:
"I work a lot with a laptop and writing and stuff, so it’s a good way to have in a way a
complete break from that. Because otherwise, I usually when I have laptop with me,
I’m working at least a bit in a bus or in a train, and if I’m traveling like that. [...] But
with cycling, it’s not possible. That’s a good thing, so it’s a good way to have a holiday,
like a real holiday in a way. [...] I wish it would be possible to leave it [the laptop] away,
but I think all of the times have been so because I’m teaching also, [...] so most of the
times I have had an online course going on when I have been on those cycling trips"
The physically demanding nature of daily cycling creates a space apart from apparent working.
However, not all work requires a particular bodily orientation. One way in which work permeated
participants’ bike tour experiences were thoughts and concerns that bubbled up in their minds
while pedaling. For instance Adrian, a freelancer, contemplated on work while pedaling:
"Some things will flash through my head. I don’t know, I think I’ll definitely be con-
templating some stuff, because as a freelancer you just have to figure out ‘What am I
going to do like the next six months, next year. What’s that going to take me?’ So, that
kind of thing is sort of always present."
For other participants, work during the trips manifested itself quite differently. Some, notably
Hanna and Jeff, worked during their trips partly to make them financially possible. Jeff also wanted
to get involved in communities that seemed interesting and relevant for him, with an eye out for
future opportunities. Having quit his previous job, he was exploring specific options, but also in a
more holistic sense, the kinds of projects and communities he might want to contribute to:
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"But also on my trip I’d like to visit intentional communities and communes. I try to
find where they are in the country and then find them along my route and meet them.
I’ve lived in communal housing since I was about 21, and so meeting groups that are
living in groups and farming together or having regular meals together or working on
projects together. I’d like to just see what people are doing. Ultimately trying to keep a
little register of where I might want to move in the future."
Similarly, Hanna and her boyfriend’s goal of starting a permaculture farm lead them to structure
their work along the way so as to learn about this. At the time of the interview, they had worked in a
variety of places along the way, such as hostels, offering their labor in exchange for accommodation.
Their main goal going forward was to learn from existing farms, found through HelpX:
"[W]e research on the Internet, what looks nice and [...] also we use a website [...]
I don’t if you know it, HelpX, which is similar to WorkAway, so volunteering work.
And we register on HelpX and we find places on there. For example, we worked in a
permaculture farm in Turkey already for a week, East of Istanbul and we wanted to
discover what a farm looks like, but then after a week we realized it’s like winter and
there’s nothing really happening where we can learn stuff."
At times, these experiences had lacked in the kinds of learning they were hoping to experience.
At other times, they had experienced positive surprises, as Hanna was having at the time of the
interview working at a horse farm, hoping to extend their stay as she was enjoying both the work
and the break from cycling.
Our analysis echoes discussions around boundary formation between work and life, and how
there are often advantages in keeping boundaries porous, in ways that are a little distinct from the
analysis around knowledge workers. The long term nature of bike touring points to radical shifts in
how participants may see their relationship to work and everyday life, namely disturbing the way
work is often taken as the foundation around which everything else gets structured. The long-term
sustainability of these types of experiences remains understudied, and it is not our intention to
romanticize our participants’ efforts to break away from more typical life arrangements. Work
plays a fundamental role in many people’s lives, as a means of everyday subsistence, a source of
meaning and belonging, or looking from another point of view, as a painful absence in some cases of
unemployment. Amid increased discussion of automating or task-ifying work [20], long-term bike
touring presents an interesting point of contrast, highlighting distinct ways in which technological
temporalities and spatialities can structure the relationship between work and everyday life.
6 MANAGING THE UNCERTAINTIES OF NOMADICITY: OVERNIGHTING AND
NETWORK HOSPITALITY
As in other forms of tourism, our participants resorted to network hospitality platforms to or-
ganize some of their overnighting while on bike tours. The flexibility of bike touring carries the
physical uncertainties of having to physically pedal to the next destination. Bike touring was also
unpredictably determined by the serendipity of emerging opportunities, such as a particularly
beautiful location or enjoyable social encounters. This was balanced around other concerns such as
managing risk and finances, but also infrastructural needs such as electricity. All of our participants,
with the exception of Gary, carried camping gear with them, a common feature in bike touring.
Broadly speaking participants generally set out with an idea of how they intended to overnight
with common options being camping (at designated camping grounds or "wild camping"), network
hospitality services, hostels or, at times, by asking locals. We now turn to an analysis of how partic-
ipants managed risks and uncertainty while on the road, by relying on strangers and reciprocal
social encounters.
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6.1 Risks, uncertainties, and the kindness of strangers
Bike touring comes with much desired flexibility, and as a consequence, uncertainty. Smartphones
were a fundamental resource in managing those uncertainties through the more obvious uses of
maps to identify camping locations but also to connect with others, namely via network hospitality
platforms. The self-reliance of camping and hotels were balanced with opportunities for social
encounters and hosting via platforms such as CouchSurfing and WarmShowers, a network that
Hanna described as "Couchsurfing for bike tourism"1. Yann and Jeff also relied extensively on
hospitality arranged in-person, sometimes simply by riding to someone’s house and asking to pitch
up the tent on their property for the night. Both CouchSurfing and WarmShowers rely on informal
peer-to-peer hospitality and do not give any guarantees of accommodation, one of the definining
attributes of these platforms [27]. Hosts have no obligation to accept visitors or even to reply to
requests. Starting to arrange stays early was one way to deal with uncertainty, but even then, it
was necessary to be prepared to improvise. Yann described being always ready to camp:
"For Warmshowers or Couchsurfing, I would try to text people earlier if possible, but
also there have been times ... late, like this, like at 6:00 or 7:00 I was writing people
because I hadn’t found a camping spot and I was hoping for a warm shower. I know I
cannot rely on that, because just some people they may not be home, they may not be
available right now. So I will try to find places to stay, but I’m prepared to wild camp."
In addition to camping and network hospitality, Jeff and Hanna made use of platforms which
exchange voluntary work, usually for accommodation and food, such as HelpX. As we saw previ-
ously, this was partly due to financial considerations but also motivated by the desire to accumulate
different work and personal experiences. Centrally, the uncertainty of bike touring was not an
undesirable fact to deal with as much as the catalyst for the kinds of experiences that participants
sought to derive from it, for instance by relying on the kindness of strangers. Hanna, for instance,
described how relatively small acts of hospitality, such as being allowed to pitch one’s tent in
someone’s garden, could then evolve so as to include also the sharing of food and stories. In a
similar vein, Yann discussed how he routinely approached locals to ask for recommendations of
where to stay or whether camping at a particular location was appropriate, and getting invited for
a homestay:
"I’ve had a lot of success with that in Africa. [...] the thing that’s common in Africa
but not so common in Europe, which is just getting invited to someone’s place, getting
well fed and entertained for the whole evening."
Of course, safety was also a consideration in relation to overnighting, present especially in the
accounts of the female cyclists in our study. Olivia described how she had opted for designated
camping sites because she felt safer at them with plenty of people around and also because she was
not certain about the legal status of wild camping in various places. Renee, who had chosen to go
on an organized tour to have an easier first experience of touring, was now considering a solo tour
and turning to WarmShowers for accommodation:
"There’s the app called WarmShowers and so I know that that’s a good way to meet
people who are willing to house you or at least lend you their backyard to camp in. So I
think that will be interesting. I guess as a girl and I’m a pretty small girl, it’s just a little
bit scarier to be out on my own in a very unfamiliar place, but I don’t know, I’m just
willing to take the risk a little bit more now than I was when I was a little younger."
1Warm Showers has the "goal [...] to bring together cyclists who offer their hospitality towards touring cyclists", the name
derives from the base expectation of being able to take a warm shower at the host’s place. https://www.warmshowers.org/
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This account lines up with prior research on network hospitality [37] that has documented how
people build up confidence for participation over time. Finally, while participants reported sporadic
negative encounters with strangers, these left their reliance on platforms and their desires for
social encounters with strangers largely unaffected. The excitement and serendipity of stranger
encounters seems to be at the core of the experiential quality that bike touring offers. The balancing
with other modes of hospitality, however, helped minimize risk and alleviate some of the exhaustion
resulting from repeated coordination with strangers. Jeff reflects on this last point via his choice of
a more established cycling route for his second longer trip to spare himself of some of the asking:
"And this route’s good too because the last time I ... A lot of my energy just went into
getting off the highway and knocking on somebody’s door and like, ‘Hi, I’m Jeff. I’m
on my bike. Can I camp here?’ I’m a social guy, but that takes a lot of mental energy
to try to convince a stranger that you’re safe every night. [...] But this time around,
like I say, because the trail is so established, a lot of city parks, they’ll let you camp
there. [...] I’m hoping to just free up a lot of mental energy to do things other than just
figuring out where I’m going to sleep and figuring out my route and everything."
Uncertainty and risk is carefully mitigated to the benefit of overall flexibility. Of course uncer-
tainty means that negative experiences can also occur. These types of negative accounts were,
however, secondary in our participants’ accounts. This is not to say that they are not relevant, but
rather that participants anticipated different degrees of disappointment and were prepared for an
at times trying journey.
6.2 Sociable encounters and reciprocity
A key factor setting the network hospitality accounts in our study apart from prior literature, is
their positioning in the niche community of bike touring. This is visible especially in the central
role of WarmShowers. In line with what could be expected of generalized reciprocity in any
community that is tied together by a special interest, those who had been bike touring themselves
were responsive to hosting others in the same situation. Moreover, many people who are not tour
cyclists have a curiosity for bike touring that can encourage and facilitate social interactions:
"I think most people are a little curious to see what I’m riding on, how it works. What
are you doing? ‘Cause it’s not something they’ve ever done." (Gary)
There can be a tension in network hospitality between just finding a place to stay for free and
meeting expectations of a mutual exchange, often one involving intense social interaction. This
has been documented in prior work on CouchSurfing where hosts were cautious about welcoming
guests who were only interested in using them as a hotel [30]. In our case, hosts’ eagerness for
social interaction as a driver for welcoming strangers was enhanced by the fact that often times the
places where participants were being hosted were outside of main urban centers, in places that do
not attract much tourism, echoing Zuev’s study of Couchsurfing in Krasnoyarsk [53]. Participants
shared stories of locals who were eager to engage with people from other places, having scarce
regular opportunities to do so. This, however, meant that participants needed to be prepared to
interact with their hosts to co-create a mutually meaningful experience. Jeff’s example illustrates
how the daily schedule on a bike tour can get changed to accomplish this:
"So we’re at a host’s house right now. If we’re staying at something like that, we try to
get there early enough that you can spend the evening. Chat and maybe eat dinner
together. A lot more talking, then generally you get a later start the next day because
you wake up and drink, talk. That’s been really fun. Just getting to know hosts and
stuff. That changes the schedule a little bit."
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In addition to reciprocating hospitality by being an attentive and sociable guest, our materials
include examples of exchanging volunteer labor for accommodation as in Hanna’s use of the HelpX
platform. Hanna described how these type of stay required longer breaks from cycling for the
arrangement to make sense to the host:
"[W]e just want to do some hikes and stuff and we want to stay longer, but we of course
didn’t want to pay for accommodation and [...] they don’t like you if you just [...] stay
like three, four days because then, it’s obviously because you just want to save money.
But two weeks is like the sweet spot."
These accounts position social encounters at the heart of bike touring. This is part of the desired
flexibility and uncertainty that cannot be controlled to the same degree as many other forms of
leisure and tourism. The distinctive nature of bike touring as a nomadic leisure practice is illustrated
in the network hospitality platforms at play, which are both specific to bike touring, or used in
specific ways to enable bike touring.
7 DISCUSSION
Bike touring gives us an opportunity to think through a quite contrasting case of mobility in
CSCW and, in particular, we focus our discussion on three threads. First, we draw out the contrast
between nomadic leisure and nomadic work. Second, we reflect upon the new ‘temporal logics’
of leisure for our participants - how long distance cyclists develop different relationships to time
and their ongoing temporal rhythms. Third, we talk about the new ‘spatial logics’ of long distance
cycling. Rather than structured around ‘famous’ well visited places, or highly reviewed commercial
establishments, long distance cycle tourism depends upon a new type of spatiality, one that is based
not on a ranking of desirable places, but rather on enjoyable experiences, nowhere in particular.
7.1 From nomadic work to nomadic leisure
While in CSCW, and the broader academic literature, discussions of nomadicity have nearly ex-
clusively focused on its work aspects, in this paper we deal with nomadic leisure. This lets us
reconsider the mobile roles of work vis-à-vis leisure. Indeed, while bike touring was often an
escape from work it was also, at once, inseparable from it. The boundaries between work and
not-work quickly become porous [11, 22], with nearly all our participants maintaining some sort
of work connection on their travels. Nomadic leisure and nomadic work should therefore not
be simply seen as opposing practices despite clearly notable differences. Bike touring involved a
balancing of structure and plans with uncertainty and flexibility. In touring, our participants took
pleasure in the act of mobility itself, the exertion of human powered movement, the experience of
continually moving through different subtly different places. This is a ‘pleasure in mobility’, "One
of the primordial human activities [...] our most cherished activities" [5, p115]. As with nomadic
work [48], our participants were reliant on technology. Yet technology here was not primarily
about achieving work and efficiency, but about supporting leisure, such as arranging overnight
stays or brief moments of sociality with others on the road. This gives us a quite different view of
nomadicity: rather than motivated by economics goals, our nomads were driven by enjoyment and
personal and collective growth.
Indeed, for nomadicity more broadly leisure plays more than a mere supporting role. It is not
only a refreshing function to keep docile workers properly motivated, ultimately in the service of
work, as critiqued by Chris Rojek:
"Building and developing satisfying emotional relationships remain one of the most
enriching characteristics of leisure. However, they presuppose much greater spare-time
engagement with media data streams and social networks organised around ethical,
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physical, political, corporeal and cultural desiderata. To develop qualities that convey
competence, credibility and relevance, and to be seen by others as ‘a good person’,
requires a good deal of non-paid work. The foundation of this labour occurs in leisure
times and leisure settings. New technologies provided unanticipated ways of using
leisure as a means of social control. The most notable means were informal life coaching,
advertising and emotional regulation. This casts further doubt upon the validity of
traditional associations of leisure with freedom and voluntarism." [40]
This viewpoint stands in contrast with many of the imbalances at the heart of nomadic work,
criticized for its colonial undertones [49] and reliance on practices such as ‘geoarbitrage’. The latter
is a term popularized by lifestyle guru Tim Ferriss describing the asymmetry between the digital
nomad and local communities, as something to be exploited, for instance by outsourcing part of
their labor [18]2. While nomadic leisure hardly avoids some of the same issues, it at least gives
us a different framing. For nomadic leisure takes pleasure in the enjoyment of human powered
movement and local interactions in their own right, rather than an arbitrage of different economies
or cultures.
7.2 New temporal logics of leisure
Uncertainty is one of the central themes from our findings, particularly in how it is managed,
negotiated, and most fundamentally, enjoyed. The flexible relationship to time is one of the ways in
which bike touring is perhaps the most different from everyday life as well as many other leisure
practices. This has important lessons for the ways we design and engage with time in our platforms.
Drawing from her interviews with calendar designers in Silicon Valley, Judy Wajcman discusses
how modern time management technologies, rather than working to "deliver us more time", are
instead designed towards particular temporal logics in which "[t]he notion that time is a resource
that is owned by an individual, that it is a territory that can be conquered, is an integral part of the
injunction to manage one’s own time efficiently" [50]. This is not a mere reflection on details of
implementation, but of the underlying implications of leaving the temporal logics of "circumscribed
time" [34] unexamined. Zerubavel discusses how these understandings of time are not only reflective
of particular temporal logics but implicitly promote them: "The economic-utilitarian philosophy of
time presupposes a particular way of viewing temporality, namely, from a quantitative perspective. It
reflects, as well as promotes, a quantitative view of time, which involves a definition of time as an entity
which is segmentable into various quantities of duration and, therefore, is countable and measurable"
[52]. As these are inscribed onto platforms and applications they lend themselves to particular
logics of optimization or ‘territorial conquering’, to borrow Wajcman’s metaphor. And while we
can certainly appropriate platforms and applications for different purposes than the ones they were
designed to support, these inbuilt temporal logics will privilege those kinds of experiences.
In Jeff’s account of his own time and scheduling flexibility vis-à-vis the social interaction with
hosts, we see how time, in bike touring, while not an easily commodifiable resource, is something to
be ‘offered’ as well as ‘received’ with consideration. This preciousness of time has been documented
by Zuev who describes how, in the context of Couchsurfing, hosts’ and guests’ rhythms are adjusted
within the hospitality exchange, for mutual, non-financial3 benefit [53]. This form of unpredictable,
"spectral" time [34] stands at odds both with work time, but also, with forms of leisure time that are
more contained and predictable (e.g. weekends or shorter holidays). Our account of bike touring
2To be fair, the discussion on digital nomads, as highlighted in [49] also discusses the vulnerability of digital nomads, given
the often relatively precarious working conditions and economic security.
3While we focus here on the non-financial value of the temporal logics of nomadic leisure, there are of course advantages
to financial transactions with regards to hospitality, such as relieving the pressure of perceived needs to be social [30]
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troubles the subordination to the temporal logics of productive life, by offering an account where the
spectral temporal logics of nomadic leisure dominate. Our platforms and their designed temporal
logics normalize and obscure what Sharma has termed ‘power-chronographies’ [45]. As Gregg
discusses: "Within a framework that stresses individual responsibility for self-improvement, calendars
perpetuate a promise that an autonomous individual can control the unpredictability of real life that
inevitably involves other people and plans" [23]. This places additional stress on the individual
and their perception of self in a time where managing time productively has become, in Gregg’s
historical analysis of productivity and time management, increasingly associated with virtuosity
and a "a framework for living ethically through work"[23].
Nomadic forms of leisure, such as bike touring, and the specific uses of platforms and technologies
that they involve, challenge dominant temporal logics in inspirational ways. They offer us a point
of departure for rethinking the assumptions and ideals that are designed into our technologies
and into our lives. This is not a simple appeal to more superficial qualities of slowness in the bike
touring experience, for as Sharma reflects, slowness is "not outside the normalizing temporal order.
Slowness encompasses its own particular ideological time claims and beholds its own exclusive temporal
practices. The promotion of slowness occurs for different ends — procapital, anticapital, and often in
between." [45]. This is instead an invitation to question the ‘power-chronographies’ [45] designed
into our systems for more deliberate, and enjoyable, ways of designing time.
7.3 New spatial logics of tourism
Another, central theme in our findings is hownomadicity affects tourism space, and howparticipants,
infrastructures, hosts and the cycling communities co-construct these spaces.
We borrow here from tourism studies who have long been interested in how the tourism space is
constructed and the relationship between the perception and experiencing of tourism space [51]. In
CSCW, Stors and Baltes have documented how the user generated content of platforms like Airbnb
have become dominant in the construction of tourism spaces where traditional forms of tourism
promotion used to dominate [46]. Platforms, and specifically reviews, have been part of intensified
tourism — where places are increasingly ranked as peripheral/central, popular/unpopular, ‘bucket
list’/forgettable. Drawing on the crowd-sourced review service Yelp, Zukin explores this shift
and its implications, emphasizing an amplification effect: "[b]ecause reviews posted on Yelp.com
are organized geographically, the cumulative effect of reading them either intensifies or contradicts
preexisting perceptions of "good" and "bad" neighborhoods" [54]. This happens through feedback loops
reinforcing positive and negative perceptions of specific areas and establishments [54]. Zukin argues
that amplified search for "authenticity", and "exclusivity", of places as well as experiences, carries
costs with regards to the well-being of local populations and reconfigures the city, often reinforcing
undesired aspects such as increased racial segregation [54]. This intensification increasingly comes
at the cost of over-touristification. In response, a diversity of local movements have emerged,
manifesting discontent and resisting the ways in which platform economies commodify and
organize urban space [38].
Our study of bike touring, and in particular the focus on nomadicity, paints a potentially different
picture of tourism space as constructed around the often unremarkable, mundane and opportunistic,
as in Elina’s meeting of other cyclists simply for being simultaneously in these unremarkable spaces.
These experiences are centered around the appreciation of emerging opportunities rather than
strict plan following. Places are made sense of, and valued, in the everyday context of touring, in a
literal embodiment of the saying "getting there is half the fun". Nomadic leisure takes the focus of
tourism space away from the specific geographic and urban locations and distributes them along
unstable, contingent and collaboratively constructed spaces. Without romanticizing these accounts,
bike touring offers us an opportunity to reflect on these new spatial logics of leisure. This is evident
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for instance in Gary’s recounting of the curiosity people feel when meeting someone touring
on bike. To us there are exciting opportunities in how this reveals a different tourist spatiality —
one that moves us away from popular/unpopular places, to leisure practice that encompasses the
spaces of ‘nowhere’, creating a new spatial logic that came from the experience of travelling. This
is not a simple anti platform/technological account, as our participants ostensibly made productive
use of these, not just as practical tools for planning but much more fundamentally as the very
enablers of these experiences (this was particularly obvious in how smartphones made participants
feel connected and comfortable enough to engage in bike touring). We would rather highlight
how platforms infrastructure tourism, both temporally and spatially in similar ways than physical
infrastructures such as roads or airports do, amplifying and dominating particular flows, such as
Airbnb or Yelp.
We can draw inspiration from our participants’ use of technology, and in particular platforms
like Warmshowers, to think with nomadic leisure and how it reconfigures tourism space, opening
up for ‘out of the way places’, as described by Zuev in his study of Couchsurfers in Krasnoyarsk:
"CouchSurfing practice generates a particular type of spatiality, which opens up new ‘out of the way’
places and allows tourists (CouchSurfers) to grasp local rhythms and familiarize themselves with
‘strangers’ space’" [53]. In addition, the spatial logics documented here are influenced not only by
the constraints and possibilities of cycling through space but, as we saw from our participants,
by broader and purposeful ethical commitments to building positive relationships with hosts and
communities. This form of nomadic leisure echoes Germann Molz’s analysis of Couchsuring as
an act of resistance — a move that questions how acts of individual personal growth, such as
traveling, can become collective [36], or as Zuev puts it: "encountering a stranger through hosting or
becoming the guest of a stranger is an act of resistance to commercialized mobility and a global sense
of xenophobia" [53].
8 CONCLUSION
By approaching nomadicity through the lens of leisure we are able to draw out both a richer
picture of the relationship with work, as well as some of the aspects which make bike touring an
enjoyable activity: exertion, unpredictability or reciprocity. We discuss how participants, through
bike touring, resist dominant temporal and spatial logics of work and leisure (and tourism in
particular) as constituted by contemporary apps and platforms. Instead, they thrive on temporal
and spatial logics whose unpredictability and resistance to commodification and formalization is
inexorably tied with what makes them enjoyable.
Nomadic leisure practice serves as a wider critique of a relentless focus on work itself. As we
documented from our participants, their leisure trips were not just pleasurable interludes fitting
neatly in the regular rhythms of life. Through the embracing of mobility and the management of
different types of risk, nomadic leisure practices privilege flexibility and serendipity. We can see this
through our analysis of how bike touring forces participants out of logics of circumscribed time,
and the dominant geographies of tourism put in place and/or amplified by apps and platforms. This
leads to a more considerate syncing of rhythms with communities and spaces encountered along
the way. For our participants, bike tours were opportunities to prioritize leisure, enjoyment, and
personal goals in combination with community building and positive local engagements through
the creative use of digital applications and platforms. In turn this challenges the role work plays in
our lives and its often unquestioned necessities.
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